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OUR AUDIENCE

HJ READERS ARE PASSIONATE.
INNOVATIVE. SUCCESSFUL.
12,000 print circulation of HJ every month
6.3 pass-on rate of every issue of HJ
80,000 readership of HJ every month
57%

are owner/partners – the decision makes in the salon

47 minutes is the average read time of every issue of HJ

MAGAZINE

HAIRDRESSERS JOURNAL INTERNATIONAL

Known as the industry bible, HJ has an undisputed
heritage of more than 130 years, bringing
hairdressers the latest news, reviews and fashion
before any other trade publication.
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JOURNAL
INTERNATIONAL

HAIRDRESSERS JOURNAL INTERNATIONAL

INSPIRING TODAY’S HAIRDRESSER
INSPIRINGTODAY’S
HAIRDRES
ESSSER

Editor: Ruth Hunsley
Managing Director: Mark Moloney
Executive Director: Jayne Lewis-Orr

12,000 per month
• pass-on rate is 6.3 per issue
•5
 7% of readers are owners/partners – the

INSPIRING TODAY’S HAIRDRESSER

Deputy Editor: Matthew Batham

• Print circulation is

• An average of

12 years loyalty to the HJ brand

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
> Display advertisements
> Advertorials and promotions
> Sponsorship
> Bespoke supplements
> Tailored creative solutions
> Recruitment
> Classified
>	
A
 dvertisements in the print edition can
be linked on the iPad edition

For advertising opportunities
call Jackie Brown on 0203 841 7366
or email jackie@hji.co.uk
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Published four times
a year, the original
barbering and men’s
hairdressing publication
is dedicated to raising
the standards of male
grooming.
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STUNNING NEW SALON

CHRIS FOSTER

EXCLUSIVE COLLECTION

THE MEN’S HAIRDRESSING MAGAZINE

SSIN
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THE MEN’S

12,000 copies of HJ
• It has its own additional circulation of 3,000

• HJ Men is circulated with

barbers and men’s hairdressers

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
> Display advertisements
> Advertorials and promotions
> Sponsorship

• Exclusive fashion collections before any other
barbering and men’s hairdressing magazine

> Bespoke supplements
> Tailored creative solutions
>	Advertisements in the print edition

• Dedicated to bring the whole industry together
with news, views and interviews

PRODUCTS

FASHION

WHAT’S NEW

WEATHERING

PRODUCTS TO HELP YOU CREATE THE CLASSICS AND
CONTEMPORARY LOOKS FOR YOUR MALE CLIENTS

CULT COLLECTION
Reuzel from Schorem,
includes the iconic tins
of Grease and Pomade
plus Daily Shampoo,
Scrub Shampoo and
Daily Conditioner.
RRP: from £6.99

STORAGE WITH STYLE
The Aubrey styling station
from Takara Belmont is
designed to be robust
while featuring delicate
detailing. It features an
integrated Majolica Porto
ceramic wash basin.
PRICE: £2,890
12
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NEW LOOK CLAY
men-ü Clay has been relaunched with a fresh new
look. The product is ideal
for creating choppy and
dishevelled styles with a
long-lasting flexi-control,
texture and definition.
RRP: £12.95

FLEXIBLE FRIEND
Ruck Matte Putty from
LS&B is a modern and
flexible matte putty
that gives strong styling
control and pliability with
a choppy finish.
RRP: £12.25

DAPPER ACCESSORY
To celebrate this relaunch,
Dapper Dan Matt Clay,
Dapper Dan has released
a special edition Oxblood
Barber Apron made from
heavy-duty waxed canvas.
Price: £49.95

QUALITY CONTROL
Debonair for men has
launched a range of top-end
styling products to join its
Hydrating Beard Oil and
Ultra-Strong Moustache
Wax. With an emphasis on
sourcing quality ingredients.
RRP: £16.99

can be linked on the iPad edition

INTERVIEW

LISTENING EAR
What is the Lions Barber Collective?
The Lions Barber Collective is a group of
some of the finest talent in our industry
from all over the UK, Ireland and Holland.
We also have people flying the flag for us
in Australia, Canada and USA now too, all
coming together to help raise awareness for
men’s mental health and suicide prevention through awareness-growing events and
fundraisers, while working alongside great
charities such as Papyrus and Pieta House.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL CHAIR
The Kami is a multifunctional chair featuring
an adjustable headrest
and reclining backrest
with moving arms
Price: £1,853 (On special
offer until end September
2016 at £1,088)

STYLING WITH TEETH
The Jack Dean Pompadour
Comb is perfect for creating the classic pompadour
style. It featureseight widely
spaced teeth to create the
look as well as distribute
products through the hair.
Price: £1.75
hji.co.uk

DAVE BROWN

HJ MEN CAUGHT UP WITH
TOM CHAPMAN, FOUNDER
OF THE LIONS BARBER
COLLECTIVE TO FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT THE GROUNDBREAKING INITIATIVE

Why did you decide to set it up?
It all started on the New World Barbers Facebook group, I mentioned the idea of creating
a collaboration of the guys on there to create a
look book of men’s hair, in which each person
donated an image, which we could then get
printed and sell with the profit from all sales
going to a chosen charity.
Once we had a group of guys we discussed
charities. A great friend of mine Paul Mac
suggested suicide prevention, and that was
it! I had lost an old friend of mine to suicide
two years ago and it was heart breaking. I
could not name a single suicide prevention
charity, which was awful considering what a
huge problem it is, being the biggest killer in
young people with 80% of them being men!

THE STORM
16

SUMMER 2016

Why are barbers so well placed to help?
Barbers are in the best position to help
because we are in a position of trust. We
42

have often known our clients for a long time
and have a great relationship with them and
while they are sat in our chair they have a bit
of time in their busy lives to relax and have a
one-to-one conversation, which in this day
and age can be a rarity.
What are you asking them to do?
Firstly, we are not asking barbers to become
counsellors; the idea behind The Lions
Barber Collective is to raise awareness by
talking about suicide and mental health
issues. We are also putting our BarberTalk
training through trialling at the moment
alongside the NHS. This training is bespoke
to the industry and will train barbers in
depth to recognise, talk, listen and signpost
their clients in more depth and detail.

Tell me about some of the events you
have been involved in
We have been incredibly lucky to have
been involved with awesome events such
as the British Master Barbers event at
Gatwick last year. We have an ongoing
partnership with The Great British Barber
Bash and have our own stand again at
Glasgow in June. To top this all off we will
be in America this year as we have been
invited by and teamed up with the excellent B Groomed Expo in Chicago, LA and
Miami, which is a huge honour.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT THELIONSBARBERCOLLECTIVE.COM
FACEBOOK THELIONSBARBERCOLLECTIVE
TWITTER @THELIONSBARBERS

SUMMER 2016

For advertising opportunities call Jackie Brown on 0203 841 7366 or email jackie@hji.co.uk
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HJi
The number one online destination for the hairdressing industry.
EDITOR: MARY FORESTER

• 120,000 average page views
• 54,000 average unique users
• Mobile,

ipad, laptop – available on every device

• 60% of users are from the UK * (September 2016)
• 50% users view HJi on mobile devices
• 60% of traffic is organic search

business booster

interview

the client consultation is key to a successful salon
business as these industry experts can testify

Communication is key. I always start with
a thorough consultation, and open-ended
questions about how a client’s hair is working
for them. We can then look at the issues they
are facing and how we can solve them. This
is where it’s really clear that
trading up to additional services isn’t a hard sell – if they
tell you they have a problem
and you have a service to
solve it, then they could be
yours for life!
Next I look at the client’s
lifestyle, career and routine,
asking whether they need
“The consultation their hair up for work; do
period is a great they have time in the morning
to blow-dry and straighten
opportunity
hair? These are all important
to upsell”
questions as suitability is key.
The consultation period
is a great opportunity to upsell. Don’t be
apologetic about cost while you’re doing
this – don’t say “we can do this but it costs
this much”. To your client, solving a lifelong
problem like frizz, or shaving a half hour off
their blow dry time could be priceless! Think
about what other services you have that will
help them; they may not seem innovative to
you because you see them every day but for a
client, they can honestly be life-enhancing.
Ken Picton, Ken Picton Salon, Cardiff

You’ve recently launched your
own product line, how did
this come about and was it
something
you had always
envisioned?
Throughout my career,
I’ve used every hair product
on the market and spent years
working around the globe talking to clients about haircare,
listening to my followers and
ManeAddicts.com readers.
Jen Atkin using BeAutyWoRks
With a major lack of cool and
curated products in the market“I love using
place, I’ve struggled finding a
haircare brand that my friends
extensions for
or I could relate to.
temporary length,
Colour
With
OUAI, I wanted to
volume, and fullness.” create a “breath of fresh [h]
Jen Atkin
air”—a line for real women.
Luxury products that are simple,
Tell us more about your collaboration with
affordable, and classic, I didn’t want to work with
BeautyWorks.
a giant haircare company or make those elaborate,
I love using extensions for temporary length,
unrealistic advertising campaigns. I was lucky to
volume, and fullness. I feel like women no longer
partner with investors who understood my vision
need to be ashamed for using hair extensions and
and collaborate with industry experts in the design
we should embrace the opportunity to change
and formulation.
hair temporarily without damage. It’s the perfect
way to switch up a look without the commitment
You have set the current trend for beautiful
of colour or a cut, plus it’s an instant fix to some
bouncy, textured blow-dries and finishes - what
of our biggest hair problems. It’s hard to find
are your trend predictions for 2016?
great quality hair that blends seamlessly, which
Relaxed and effortless beauty. Volume and shiny
is why my collaboration with BeautyWorks has
hair will be a trend.
What inspires you and how do you
keep looks fresh for each client?
I look to so many places for inspiration. I love magazines, especially
when I travel. I also look at websites like Fashion Gone Rogue,
The Coveteur, WhoWhatWear
and WWD to see what’s happening in fashion as that always translates for hair. I love Instagram,
particularly looking at new models
and how they do their hair, especially when they’re off duty. Some
of my favorites to follow are Freja
Beha Erichsen, Jourdan Dunn,
Gigi Hadid and Natasha Poly.
And of course Kim, Khloe, and
Kylie are such trendsetters.

Buckner/wwd/rex/shuTTersTock

You’re living the dream right now, working with
celebrity clients and travelling the world. Describe
your career journey to this point?
I’ve always loved doing hair and was obsessed with
Natalie Imbruglia’s short haircut in her Torn music
video when I was younger. Living in Utah, no one
could give me the cut I wanted, so I went to the
store, bought a pack of shaving razors and started
cutting my own hair. It wasn’t long before I was cutting all my friends’ hair in my parent’s garage. Once
I finished high school, I drove to California with
about $300 and my Honda Civic.
I called all the salons in Allure’s beauty directory
until one day, someone finally returned my call and
I started working as a receptionist at Estilo Salon in
Beverly Hills. After a while I met Andy Lecompte
and started assisting him just before he went on
tour with Madonna, where I ended up styling all the
dancer’s hair.

hji.co.uk
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been so amazing. I now have the
exact pieces that I need to create
some of my favorite celebrity
looks.

hji.co.uk
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
> HJi Homepage takeovers

pink
MARCH 2016

> Tailored Creative Solutions
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and green, and purple,
and orange, and blue
12/02/2016 15:37

How to use tHis season’s Hot Hues
to boost your Colour business

r

emember the days when blonde,
red and brunette made up the
average salon’s colour chart. And
grey? That was a shade for those
who were ‘letting go’ or choosing to
‘grow old gracefully’.
Thankfully, those days are fast becoming a distant memory and a new hair
palette that straddles everything from
pretty pastels to rainbow brights now
sits side-by-side with the natural-looking traditional choices.
Championed by celebrities from Kelly
Osbourne and Nicole Richie, through
to unlikely hair icon Helen Mirren,
‘unnatural’ hair colours, from pink
and lavendar through to Kylie Jenner’s
iconic green, began their ascent onto the
hair colour scene.
But while most trends come and go,
pastel shades have gone from strength
to strength. Now far from being odd or
marginal shades, they have become part
of the mainstream and an additional
option for clients who want to express

> Advertorials and promotions
> Banners

16

Pretty in

> Page Peels
> MPUs

Feeling
inspired?
Find out more
on HJi

30
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their individuality.
“Nowadays anything goes and the
desire to have ‘out of the norm’ hair
colour is in fact becoming the norm,”
explains Claire Payne, marketing manager at Organic Colour Systems.
So what is it that’s brought
these out-of-the-ordinary
colours out of the subculture and made
them mainstream?
Digital media
consultant Adam
Tinworth
believes that
the internet has
consistently
had a role to
play in ‘normalising’ what
was extreme or
different.
“Prior to the
internet, you either
conformed or you stood

JUNE 2016

HJO_280516_016-017.indd
out,” he explains. “The internet gave
people who felt isolated in their tastes
and interests the opportunity to find
other people who shared them, so there
is an element of ‘safety in numbers’.
“There has also been a shift in the way
fashion and trends are defined. Before
there was a small group of influencers
who made the trends and told people
what they should be wearing and how
they should look.

hji.co.uk
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EnSurE

Rae states. “Fashion lifts us. It’s a form of
expression and a way to make us feel good.
Using colours, such as pink and rainbow
shades, is a way of lifting our moods and
showcasing our individuality too.”
It’s a philosophy that is mirrored by
London salon owner Karine Jackson,
who believes that the feelgood factor of
having a bit more disposable income has
had a knock-on effect.
“As we’ve come out of the recession,
clients have more money to spend on
hji.co.uk
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switching the hair colour up, so semipermanent colours are definitely popular,” she adds.
The temporary nature of the colours is
certainly an attraction at London salon
group Taylor Taylor, where clients are
drawn to the fact that they can come
back in a couple of weeks, switch up
their shade and have a complimentary
blow dry as part of the service.
“Pastels will be everywhere this season
and they’re perfect for the modern
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Broad appeal
Icons like Mary Greenwood, Cate Blanchett and the aforementioned Helen
Mirren aside, the pastel revolution has
largely been driven by a younger crowd,
but Organic Colour Systems believes it
would be a mistake to miss the broader
appeal.
“While an all-over pastel shade may
not be their cup of tea, flashes of colour
or dipped ends are a subtle alternative
and frequently requested,” adds Claire.
Trends never stand still and as an
older crowd adopts less conventional
Daniel
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PerfeCt Pastels
“With the advent of bloggers and social
media celebrities, if you don’t like
what the mainstream media tells you is
on-trend, you can ignore it and find a
different influencer whose style is more
akin to your own.”
Indeed Adam is not alone in thinking
that the rise of pastel hair colours has been
contributed to by socio-economic factors.
Rae Palmer, managing director
WeLove Salons, believes it is about us
fighting our way out of the doldrums
of the recession, austerity and all the
associated misery and trying to quite
literally brighten up our lives.
“I think that after the recession everyone has lifted their grey moods with
more colour,”

For me a great consultation has two distinct parts. The first is when style/colour is
discussed and agreed upon. The second part
is the final consultation which takes place
at the end of the service and it’s this second
consultation that so often
goes AWOL. Asking a client
“Are you happy?” through the
back of the mirror does not
count as a final consultation.
A final consultation is an organised review explaining the
service you have delivered, a
correct home maintenance
plan and information on
“All
the next service they should
be having.
consultation
In addition, all consulnotes should be
tation notes should be
documented”
documented on a client history section in your software
system. If you don’t have salon software, make
sure all consultation notes are added to your
client’s history card. I believe recording this
information is every bit as important as, say,
recording a client’s colour mix. It’s this type
of detailed consultation that makes the difference between professional consultations
delivered by industry experts to just another
polite conversation from a hairdresser.
Penny Etheridge of Radiant Hair
Consultancy

hji.co.uk
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clients who gets bored
very quickly.
There is no longevity with these colours.
It’s a quick in and out that will last for a
couple of weeks,” colour director Amy
Nitsopilous explains.
“They can tone it at home or it doesn’t
WI SH LIS
cost a lot to come back in and have
T
it freshened up. We find most of the
clients who go for these colours would
rather come back in for the experience.”
Another factor that cannot be ignored
in the growing popularity of pastel and
rainbow shades is the ability to change
the colour without compromising the
health or quality of the hair. At Davines,
they believe that this has empowered
colourists to be more creative.
“As colour technology has developed
over the years, colourists have a wider
colour palette to play with, which allows
them to offer clients more fashion-led
options,” explains Mike Beauchamp, Davines country manager, UK and Ireland.

Marc antoni

What advice would you give to anyone wanting
to get into celebrity styling?
Find someone whose work you admire and assist
them. Celebrity hairstyling isn’t as glamorous as
it’s made out to be. You need to be catering to
your clients’ and willing to put them first. It’s not
about you, it’s about who you are working on.

rebeCCa Counsell

he Kardashian’s go-to hair stylist, Jen Atkin is
the hands behind some of the most glamourous Hollywood styles. Between launching her
own line of products as well as working on
an exciting collaboration with BeautyWorks, Mary
Forester caught up with the A-lister’s favourite to
talk dream jobs, inspiration and the products she
can’t live without.

The consultation is when we get a clear
understanding of a client’s wants, needs and
expectations, and establish how we are going
to satisfy these. A good consultation is also
one of the best retailing tools available. It’s
the perfect opportunity to
learn what a client is hoping
to achieve, both within the
appointment and from their
at-home aftercare, and to
capitalise on this with solid,
retailing techniques.
It’s crucial that your salon
has an effective sales training policy in place, and that
“It’s crucial that
you regularly refresh stylists’
skills, so that they have the
your salon has
knowledge and confidence to
an effective sales
sell effectively, with subtlety.
training policy”
People love to buy, but they
hate to be sold to and so
stylists need to be able to respond to clients’
retail needs in a non-invasive manner.
Use the consultation time effectively, to
highlight any specific concerns the client may
have, then recommend products. A client will
appreciate a prescriptive approach, so don’t
offer generic advice; instead tailor a specific
course of action to them. Clients will value
your expert advice
Steve Rowbottom, co-founder and director,
Westrow

& WoLf

The A-LisTers FAvouriTe hAir sTyLisT

The consultation is the most important part
of any hair service as it is where you build the
trust and relationship. A good consultation
can be the crux of the salon experience for
your client – and result in them rebooking
with you and becoming your
long-term client. Take into
account their lifestyle and
hair history, as well as their
hair ambitions.
The consultation process is
imperative to establish the expectations for you both. If you
don’t know your client’s goals,
how can you possibly achieve
“The consultation them? Before you begin, you
need to ask and have answered
is the most
questions:
important part of three
• What are your client’s
any hair service” goals?
• What are your goals?
• What is your agreement?
During your consultation, make a mental
checklist that you use the 4 c’s: consultation,
cut, colour, and finally condition. These four
elements should always be used on every
client to create a well-rounded salon experience and ensure upselling and rebooking.
It’s important to make two assessments, one
on wet hair and one on dry hair. This lets us
see the true, natural texture of the hair.
Clive Collins, director, HOB Salons
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For advertising opportunities call Jackie Brown on 0203 841 7366 or email jackie@hji.co.uk

NEWSLETTERS
HJ offers different email solutions to a wide audience
HJ WEEKLY
For those looking for a weekly fix, our newsletter brings the latest news, business
and trends direct to the user
HJ MEN
Sent every month to an audience of 50,000 it brings the latest men’s Hairdressing
news and stories direct to email accounts.
BESPOKE SUPPLIER UPDATE
Do you have a specific message you want to tell the industry?
Our bespoke email newsletters reach 50,000
Hair by Eleven

For advertising opportunities call Jackie Brown on 0203 841 7366 or email jackie@hji.co.uk

SOCIAL MEDIA
HJ has an enviable social media reach in the UK, leagues
ahead of other hairdressing publications

FACEBOOK
684,000 likes
INSTAGRAM
108,000 followers
TWITTER
32,800 followers (as of September 2016)

EVENTS
HJ is at the forefront of celebrating industry
innovation with a host of exciting events designed to
inspire hairdressers and boost their business.
EVENT MANAGER: SHARON WEBB
EVENT EXECUTIVE: JUNE BERRY

HJ’S BRITISH HAIRDRESSING
BUSINESS AWARDS
For the past 15 years we have celebrated and recognised business acumen
and expertise. 2016 saw more than 600 industry professionals gather at the
Lancaster London Hotel for the red-carpet event

Sponsorship Opportunities
> Brand included on the coveted trophy
> Exposure across print, online and social media
> Invitation to join the judging panel
> Inclusion on marketing material
> Present the award on the night to the winner of your category
> A table at the British Hairdressing Business Awards in September

HJ’S BRITISH HAIRDRESSING AWARDS
Launched more than 30 years ago, the British Hairdressing Awards, sponsored
by Schwarzkopf Professional, is the Oscars of the Industry
EVENT MANAGER: SHARON WEBB
EVENT EXECUTIVE: JUNE BERRY

> Nine regional creative categories
> Six specialist creative categories
> Prestigious British Hairdresser of the Year nominations
> More than 1,700 people attended the 2016 event
> Glittering red-carpet event at the Grosvenor House Hotel

FACE-TO-FACE EVENTS
Hairdressers Journal International is synonymous with innovative and
inspirational events – now held at locations around the world.
MANAGING DIRECTOR: MARK MOLONEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: JAYNE LEWIS-ORR

SALON INTERNATIONAL
>	
More than 38,000 visitors descend on ExCeL London
>	
Some 200 exhibitors showcase their latest innovations

> Three action-packed days
>	
41% of attendees are salon woners, managers or business partners
> Hairdressers visit from around the globe
>

76% of visitors are from the UK

THE HEART OF HAIRDRESSING
One concept • Three cities
London • Dublin • Manchester
2017
HJ Live in Dublin, London and Manchester will introduce your company to interesting new prospects
and sales opportunities.
Running alongside the highly successful Professional Beauty shows, each event will deliver thousands
of hair professionals as well as important new contacts from hair & beauty salons and spas.
The market penetration of Hairdressers Journal International will further attract an audience of
purchasing authority to these established events, each attracting many thousands of trade visitors
and all audited by ABC.
With free entry, the HJ stage and business workshops, these events will help salon owners, managers
and stylists grow their businesses and ultimately their spend, with you, their professional partner.

RECRUITING
HJi Jobs is the one-stop destination for recruiting high quality juniors,
stylists and managers to join your successful business
RECRUITMENT AND CLASSIFIED SALES EXECUTIVE: MERCY MAPABA

> The online hub for hair and beauty jobseekers and employers
> View up-to-date CVs and information
> Unrivalled customer service

Hair by Allen Ruiz

DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT….
“HJ is the main source of industry news, reviews and
great advice from seasoned professionals.”

“HJi is interesting,
creative,
educational and
inspiring … the list
could go on!”

“HJ’s British Hairdressing
Business Awards give
everyone in the room
a sense of pride in
achievement, but it is also
humbling because of the
excellence in the industry.”

“The organisation of
Salon International was
fantastic, always happy to
help when needed. The
quality of visitors meant we
surpassed out objective
within the first few hours of
the show.”

“HJ’s British
Hairdressing Awards is
the best night of the
year.”

Hair by Supercuts

ADVERTISING RATES
PRINT

NEWSLETTERS

Premium positions

HJ Highlights (per insertion)

Inside Front Cover 		

£5,673

Outside Back Cover		

£2,925

Featured Competition/
Advertisement

Inside Back Cover		

£2,633

Advertorial			£425

First Right Hand Page/		
Guaranteed Position		

£2,633

Exclusive Sponsorship		

£950

Top banner and advertorial

£950

STANDARD POSITIONS

Bespoke Supplier Update

£2,250

Double Page 			

HJ WEEKLY

£4,539

Full Page			£2,340
Half Page

		

£1,636

Quarter Page			£818
Quarter Page Strip		

£943

ADVERTORIALS
Double Page Spread		

£5,901

Single Page			£3,042

INSERTS
Price on application

CLASSIFIED
Eighth Page			£312
Quarter Page			£624
Half age			£1,150

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
There are a wide range of creative solutions the
team can offer for maximum impact including
tip-ons, cover mounts, gatefolds, false covers and
much, much more!

HJi
MPU				£60 cpm
Leaderboard 			

£45 cpm

Banner 			

£35 cpm

Bespoke Microsite 		

Price on request

Hair by Regis

Top Banner and Advertorial

£425

£950

RECRUITMENT RATES
Connect Package		

Total: £249 + VAT

Impact Web pack		

Total: £349 + VAT

Network Web pack		

Total: £599 + VAT

CONTACTS
Whether it’s an editorial or advertising question, give us a call or drop us an email!
EDITOR
Ruth Hunsley
0203 841 7363
ruth@hji.co.uk

SALES MANAGER
Jackie Brown
0203 841 7366
jackie@hji.co.uk

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Jayne Lewis-Orr
0203 841 7360
jayne@hji.co.uk

DEPUTY EDITOR
Matthew Batham
0203 841 7369
matthew@hji.co.uk

ACCOUNT MANAGER
Dan Eversfield
0203 841 7367
dan@hji.co.uk

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Mark Moloney

COMMUNITY EDITOR
Mary Forester
0203 841 7377
mary@hji.co.uk

RECRUITMENT AND
CLASSIFIED SALES EXECUTIVE
Mercy Mapaba
0203 841 7361
mercy@hji.co.uk

mark@hji.co.uk

Hair by Tracey Devine-Smith

